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	Thinking Fluid Dynamics With Dolphins (Stand Alone), 9781586032319 (1586032313), IOS Press, 2002
This small volume is the English edition of a Japanese book   entitled "Learning fluid dynamics from dolphins". The title is derived from   the fact that "Dolphins swim too fast to be explained scientifically". The   first person to clearly describe this phenomenon was the English biologist   Sir James Gray (J.Gray, 1936), and this mystery is known among physicists   and specialists in marine engineering as "Gray's paradox" or simply as the   "Mystery of dolphins". In addition to dolphins, tuna, marlin and some other   fish are also famous for swimming at extraordinary high speeds. Treating   both dolphins and fish together in the same title is difficult because both   animals have far different taxonomy - dolphins belonging to oceanic mammals   and tuna and marlin belonging to teleostei fish. This book uses dolphins as   symbolic animals that perform high-speed swimming. Furthermore, "dolphins"   are chosen as the main co-actor in this English edition because western   readers feel an affinity for them. This book focuses on readers, who are   interested in technology and science and who hope to specialize in   technological occupations. This book aims to introduce the developing   history of fluid dynamics, and then outlines the research history and the   present recognition of "Gray's paradox". Finally, the author's research,   through about three decades, is reviewed. This paradox suggested in the   early 20th century has carried over into the 21st century without finding a   complete solution. It would be a great pleasure for the author if the   readers find interest in fluid dynamics, a discipline that has developed by   overcoming numerous paradoxes, or feel the mood at the forefront of the   "intelligence" of mankind.
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The Productive Programmer (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2008
Anyone who develops software for a living needs a proven way to produce it better, faster, and cheaper. The Productive Programmer offers critical timesaving and productivity tools that you can adopt right away, no matter what platform you use. Master developer Neal Ford not only offers advice on the mechanics of productivity-how to work smarter,...

		

Big Data Imperatives: Enterprise Big Data Warehouse, BI Implementations and Analytics (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Big Data Imperatives, focuses on resolving the key questions on everyone’s mind: Which data matters? Do you have enough data volume to justify the usage? How you want to process this amount of data? How long do you really need to keep it active for your analysis, marketing, and BI applications?


	Big data is emerging...


		

Jupyter Cookbook: Over 75 recipes to perform interactive computing across Python, R, Scala, Spark, JavaScript, and morePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of the popular Jupyter notebooks to simplify your data science tasks without any hassle

	
		Key Features

		
			Create and share interactive documents with live code, text and visualizations
	
			Integrate popular programming languages such as Python, R, Julia, Scala...







	

The SAIC Solution: How We Built an $8 Billion Employee-Owned Technology CompanyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
For more than three decades, Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)—the largest employee-owned research and technology company in the United States—has achieved unparalleled success in the areas of science, engineering, and technology, all while flying well below the radar of most casual business observers.
As the...


		

Cybercrime Investigation Case Studies: An Excerpt from Placing the Suspect Behind the KeyboardSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Cybercrime Investigation Case Studies is a "first look" excerpt from Brett Shavers' new Syngress book, Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard. Case studies are an effective method of learning the methods and processes that were both successful and unsuccessful in real cases. Using a variety of case types,...


		

Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern Analysis in Ecology (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Environmental Statistics)CRC Press, 2013

	Understand How to Analyze and Interpret Information in Ecological Point Patterns


	Although numerous statistical methods for analyzing spatial point patterns have been available for several decades, they haven’t been extensively applied in an ecological context. Addressing this gap, Handbook of Spatial...
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